The authors propose an estimation technique that makes it possiblc to predict the performance of 16-QAM bit-intcrleared 1urbu;oded modulations at low error rates over Gaussian ch;mncls. This technique relics on howlcdgr of the impulse specmm OF the turbo code considercd, which is provided by the error impulse method.
Inrroducfion: When designing bandwidth efficient coding schemes employing turbo codes, it is difficult to determine their asymptotic behaviour because of the large number of Monte Carlo simulations required to validate performance at low error rates. An original new method for computing miniinum distances of linear coder, in partcular mrho codes, was recently presented in [I] . This method, called the error impulse method (EIM) . is based on the abiliry of the soft-in decodcr to overcomc error impulse patterns added to the rcference sequence. It thus provides an estimation of the distance spectrum of the code considered without having to enumerate exhaustitely all the low-weight codewords. In [2] , the EIM was successfully extended to the association o f a turbo code and a 8-PSK modulation. In ihis Letter, we describe the application of the ElM to assnciations considering 16-QAM modulations.
Transmission scheme: We consider the transmission schems shown in Assuming maximumlikelihood (ML) decoding and transmission over the AWGN channel, an asymptotic estimate of the frame error rate (FER) for high signalto-noise ratios is:
where No is the single-sided noise spectral dcnsity, di-. is the free Euclidean distance of the coded modulation and N(dfiee) is the average number of nearest neighbours at di-. from the transmitted sequence.
This expression may not be computable for evcly coded modulation -. and/or N(d,,,) may not be known. In our transmission scheme, as the ideal bit interleaver is folhwed by a Gray labelling, dnee can he calculated as:
where do is the minimum Euclidean distance of the constrllatian (see Fig. 2 ) and dHm, is the minimum Hamming distance of the code. do is a known parameter that depends only on the constellation dm., is obtained when applying the EIM to the considered hxbn code. 
However, this is a loose and pcssimistic estimation because it uses dJmr,, i.e. it conriden that all the opposed bits in s and s' belong to adjacent signal points, where s is the transmitted sequence and s' is the wrong sequence chosen by the decoder. Our goal is to find a tighter estimation by taking advantage of the modulation properties.
Constellation ond mapping ehcrracreristics: Thc 16-QAM conrtellation considered follows a classical Gray mapping (Fig. 2) . As we assume that the hit-interleaving is ideal. we can add the fallowing hypothesis to hypotheses I and 2:
Hypothesis 3: a symbol does not contain more than one opposite bit in s and d.
.
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Fiz. For each bit s,,, nE(0,1,2,3), and each constellation point Z,, n i t (0, . . . , 15) we calculate the Euclidean distance, d, between Z,,, and Z:n3 where ZL is the signal point such that s,, has an opposite value in Z, and in Zi,. Note that, thanks to hypothesis 3. .sn is the only hit that changes from 2, to Z,. It follows that, statistically, d=3dn for 114 Of the bits in a sequence and d=do for the others, whcre do is the minimum Euclidean distance of the constellation, The Euclidean distance between s and s ' , denoted dds, s'), can be expressed as a function of dwmln and j , where j denotes the number of opposite bits belonging to constellation symbols at distance 3d0 in s and s ' : Practical i m e~: Hypothesis 3 no longer holds when considering too short blocks: it is more likely to find a constellation symbol that differs by two (or more) bits in s and s'. It follows that d, Fee is increased and perfarmancc is better than estimated.
Exumples: To illustrate this heuristic, simulation results and cstimations ( 3 ) and ( 5 ) were obtained for different block sizes. Simulations considcrcd the %state duo-binary turbo code adopted for the DVB-RCSIRCT standards [4, 51. 
